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Abstract  
This paper draws the parallel between the processes of learning in the human brain 

with strategic thinking in business organisations. It also suggests implicit learning as a 

possible element within the cognitive functions of artificial intelligence. Five case 

examples are provided to illustrate innovative strategic thinking with the use of Big 

Data. 
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1. The Problem  

The human brain learns. And it does that in many ways. Cognition, sensing, and 

memory play a key role in the process. Human memory could be either long-term or 

short-term, with the long-term memory having an implicit or explicit dimension. The 

former one is associated with unconscious memory, also known as automatic 

memory. Implicit long term memory performs “implicit learning” a form of learning 

that occurs without the individual’s awareness as it evolves from continuous exposure 

to events and stimuli (Curran and Schacter, 2001), and relies on “non-explicit” 

mechanisms of the brain (Muraskin et al., 2016). 

 

Could a similar process emerge in business organizations? Could business 

organizations develop an ability to learn implicitly and derive creative strategies form 

this implicit learning? Could Artificial Intelligence support this process? This will be 

the focus of the following article. 

 

The article starts with an analysis of the process of learning in the human brain. It 

further explores the brain specific non-conventional or implicit, approach to learning 

and how that delivers creative solutions. The article further draws a parallel scenario 

for business organizations. The article explores the possible introduction of implicit 

learning systems within business organizations, including systems that simulate the 

human brain’s implicit learning and implicit memory construct, as well as a system 

that would enhance strategic thinking within those organizations. It also suggests 

implicit learning as a possible element within the cognitive functions of artificial 

intelligence. 

 

2. What is learning? 

Learning is about acquiring knowledge or skills via studying or experimentation and 

is a longitudinal process. It is often defined as a relatively lasting change in behaviour 

that is the result of experience (Curran and Schacter, 2001). Learning is an ongoing 

process that takes place throughout one’s life. It may occur as part of education, 

personal development or any other informal or formal training process. It is also a 

continuous life-long process. Individuals constantly learn, unlearn and relearn through 

experiences in order to express ideas, to inform people, to communicate, to create and 

a myriad of other activities (Gross, 2014). 

 

2.1. What is implicit learning? 

Learning is a key cognitive function of the human brain. It is a process of acquiring or 

modifying knowledge, behaviours, skills, values, or preferences (Curran and Schacter, 

2001; Gross, 2014; Xie et al., 2019). Learning takes place when neurons transmit 

sensory information through synapses and store it temporarily in a volatile region of 

the brain: the short-term memory. Once information processed it goes via neural 

pathways to the long-term memory. A comparison with existing memories follows 

and storage in the long-term memory ensues (Curran and Schacter, 2001; Pavlik and 

Anderson, 2005; Xie et al., 2019).  
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In reference to Curran and Schacter (2001: 7237), “Learning is the acquisition of new 

information that leads to lasting changes in behaviour, and memory reflects the 

storage and retrieval of learned information”. In the case when new information 

contradicts the previously known facts or beliefs, this conflict is typically resolved via 

cognitive process, resulting in new information either being rejected or confirmed and 

stored for the later use.  

 

Neurons, the prime building block of human brains, undergo change through 

“plasticity” (Pavlik and Anderson, 2005), which is a learning-rooted process of 

creating and strengthening some neurons and neuronal connections and weakening or 

eliminating others, depending on the type of learning that the brain goes through. It is 

a core, lifelong feature of the brain with long term learning having the most profound 

impact. Propensity to learn varies over time, however, according to the type of stimuli 

the brain is exposed to. It is grounded into experiences of early years when sounds 

and speech have stronger impact than later in life, when learning tend to be dominated 

by vocabulary acquisition and experimentation (Pavlik and Anderson, 2005; Winter et 

al., 2018; Ullman, 2004). Altogether, learning is about acquisition of new information 

or experience with some bits being forgotten, whereas most striking elements can be 

remembered for a long time. 

 

2.1.1. Implicit and explicit memory 

There are two main sub-categories of the long-term memory: the implicit memory and 

the explicit memory (Figure 1). They differ in terms of memory content, content 

retrieval mode and what part of the brain structure they make use of. Implicit memory 

is an unconscious memory that is acquired and put to use without awareness. It can 

affect thoughts and behaviours. Explicit memory is a conscious memory whose prime 

function is the intentional recollection of factual information as well as previous 

experiences and concepts (Curran and Schacter, 2001 Therefore, explicit memory is 

often referred to as declarative memory and being described as having episodic and 

semantic aspects (Xie et al., 2019). 

 
Figure 1: Implicit and Explicit Memory 

 
Adapted from: Stangor and Walinga (2014, p.366) 
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Implicit memory has procedural and priming sub-sets, with the former one being 

helpful in performing usual tasks automatically that is guided previous experiences. 

Another smaller subset of implicit memory is priming or the act of associating stimuli 

to assist in recognizing an object or a concept. An example would be to think of the 

colour green to remember the word grass. We are “primed” by experiences (Curran 

and Schacter, 2001; Ullman, 2004; Xie et al., 2019). 

 

2.1.2. Explicit vs. implicit learning 
The brain engages in two types of learning: explicit and implicit. Explicit learning is 

learning that one has conscious awareness of and able to articulate what he or she 

learned (Schendan et al., 2003). Implicit learning is the opposite: it is the kind of 

learning that one has conscious access to, but cannot really articulate (Curran and 

Schacter, 2001). 

 

Implicit learning relies on the two aspects of implicit memory: perceptual and 

conceptual priming. Perceptual priming refers to brain’s ability to recognise stimuli, 

while conceptual priming is an ability to assess meaning of events and/or facts based 

on available semantic information (Curran and Schacter, 2001; Ullman, 2004; Xie et 

al., 2019). It is also linked to category and sequence learning (Schendan et al., 2003). 

In general, implicit learning relies on the brain’s ability to engage its different regions 

based on the type of the processed information and it is modifiable via experience. 

Implicit learning’s knowledge is also claimed to lie at the very core of creativity. 

Citing philosopher Michael Polanyi, Reber (2001: 15433) stated: “to engage in a 

creative act (is) to struggle to make tacitly acquired and held knowledge conscious 

and communicable”.  

 

3. Could business organizations develop implicit learning competency? 

A business organization could find itself in an implicit learning situation when it 

uncovers objects, actions attributes or even strategies whose roots were hence 

unknown. Consequent analysis would reveal that those have emerged from an 

exposure to hence invisible stimuli. Stimuli originating from immediate or distant 

force fields within the organizations own periphery or within distant and unrelated 

arenas. “Silent signals” emitted from within those peripheries were sensed by the 

organizations receptors (Heilmann et al., 2020), information systems for example, 

disregarded but stored into the organizations implicit long term memory. An implicit 

learning exercise ensued when the organization sensed a need for a creative 

alternative to existing practices. It is a process that combines several competencies. 

Prime among those is data identification, access and assembly, data processing, data 

analysis, and last but not least, data derived learning. It is this data triggered analysis 

and learning that could create a state of implicit learning and induce a novel approach 

to strategic thinking. 

 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) could provide a medium here. AI systems resort to data as 

an input and to learning as a transformation process. AI systems collect and are 

exposed to torrents of data. AI systems also conduct data analysis and learning along 

machine learning and deep learning constructs within system flows. AI supported 

organizations are more likely than not to enhance implicit memory (of the 
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organization) by developing algorithms and sub technologies that are not immediately 

relevant to the organizations today’s functions. Those are stored, then, in the 

organizations implicit memory and may become dormant or even unconscious until 

the day the organization faces silent signals from distant peripheries. Organizations 

resort to what is termed the “implicit knowledge management process” (Arena et al., 

2018) , a process that employs tools, techniques and methodologies that capture these 

previously elusive outcomes and processes and make them more generally available 

to the organization. 

 

4. Could the organizations’ implicit learning competency boost 

strategic thinking? 

The answer is a hypothetically affirmative. 
 

One could hypothesize that the potential for an impact is there. In very much the same 

way that the human brain resorts to implicit learning to enhance cognitive 

competencies, executives and corporation could resort to implicit learning to enhance 

the scope , depth and reach of strategic thinking. And in very much the same way that 

human brain enhancement of cognitive capacities comes through the growing of new 

neurons, executives and businesses could enhance their strategic thinking potential by 

enhancing their implicit memory construct. Implicit organization memory could be 

enhanced by greater exposure to silent signals and stimuli originating from beyond the 

organizations immediate periphery. 
 

Systems theory can provide a framework for the process. There are inputs, 

transformations and outputs. Inputs are technology, market and industry data as well 

as silent signals. Transformation is the process of implicit learning. Outputs are novel 

and creative strategies as well as new products, services and sub systems. A feedback 

supplies corrective actions. The following figure illustrates this process. 
 

Figure 2: Implicit learning system 
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This paradigm could have far reaching implications for strategic thinking. 

Conventional approaches to the concept rely, to a very large extent, on present day, 

and at times yesterday’s, knowledge. Silent signals and stimuli do not seem to have a 

significant bearing on the strategic thinking process or the outcome of that process. 

Strategic moves seem to be incremental rather than “revolutionary”! One has only to 

follow Microsoft’s windows software to identify evidence. 

 

5. Case evidence 

5.1. Case one: Brands crossing industries 

Brands are cutting across industrial branches and markets reflecting an implicit 

learning process. Traditional brand strategy that created differentiation around a 

business model is giving way to novel business models making brands constantly 

relevant. The outcome is a type of compelling competition emerging from invisible 

corners, hidden from sight, impossible to predict, hard to pre-empt, and difficult to 

challenge (Brodie et al., 2017; Burmann et al., 2017; Castro and Giraldi, 2018). Take 

the case of Philips and Nike. Back in the 2000s, Philips and Nike once introduced a 

range of portable devices – such as radios, MP3 and CD players – designed 

specifically to be worn on the body during athletic activity (Viksnins, 2004). The 

alliance sought a function that goes beyond the music function of MP3 to wearable 

technology. This could see the applications of smart fabric for health monitoring 

(Aziz and Chang, 2018), such as incorporating GPS tracking systems in shoes (Yang 

and Kels, 2016).  

 

5.2. Case two: Businesses reinventing core competencies  

Businesses develop core competencies but these could mature and eventually die. 

Some seek an innovative extension of existing life or a new life altogether. Their 

search of an enhancement of existing core competency or the configuration of a new 

competency altogether could take them down the implicit learning route. They could 

“sense” market and technology shifts and implicit learning helps revealing new arenas 

and novel competencies. Cambridge Analytics and Facebook provide an example 

here. US Facebook users were subjected to media interventions during a presidential 

campaign with the ultimate aim of expressing preference to specific candidates. 

Millions of Facebook profiles of US voters were harvested and accessed in the 

process (Venturini and Rogers, 2019). A repeat performance was done in the Brexit 

campaign (Berghel, 2018). Facebook Analytics or the medium to “insights into 

business” followed and Facebook entered a new business arena. 

 

5.3. Case three: Data creating industries 

Big data is crossing industry boundaries and assuming the key role in new industry 

creation. It reflects the case when data is no longer serves its initial and somewhat 

limited purpose. Instead data is being aggregated and combined with a purposeful 

analysis towards innovative solutions and hence, it may create even new industries. 

 

Consider the case of IBM and Twitter. IBM and Twitter have joined hands in order to 

sell analytical information to corporate clients. IBM analyzes Twitter’s data and 
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combines it with other public and business sources in order to help businesses “to tap 

into billions of real-time conversations to make smarter decisions”, according to 

Glenn Finch, Global Leader Data and Analytics (Pham, 2015). This partnership rests 

on companies abilities to leverage their core competences: IBM utilises its analytical 

capacity, while Twitter aggregates large volumes of contextual data.  

 

5.4. Case four: Technology crossing industries 

Technology drives the continuous change of almost all industries. The music industry 

is not an exception to this rule. Terrestrial radio has been marginalised by the rise of 

streaming and digital distribution. The next level was the emergence of cloud based 

services and opportunities provided by Big Data analysis performed by artificial 

intelligence. In parallel to that, social media enabled the new ways of music 

personalisation and distribution (Maasø, 2018). 

 

6. Conclusion 

The human brain learns ubiquitously and it does that in many ways. Cognition, 

sensing, and memory play the key roles in this process. Both long term memory and 

short term memory shape the conditions of information processing rendered via 

implicit long term memory and explicit long term memory. Implicit long term 

memory is used unconsciously and can affect thoughts and behaviours. Implicit long 

term memory performs “implicit learning”, a form of learning that occurs without the 

individual’s awareness. It evolves from continuous exposure to events and stimuli and 

relies on different brain systems that are consciously controlled or ‘explicit’ learning 

(Curran and Schacter, 2001). 

 

Could business organizations develop an ability to learn implicitly and derive creative 

strategies form this implicit learning? 

 

One could hypothesize that the potential for an impact is there and that the key to that 

is implicit learning. In very much the same way that the human brain resorts to 

implicit learning to enhance cognitive competencies, executives and corporations 

could resort to implicit learning to enhance the scope, depth and reach of strategic 

thinking. And in very much the same way that human brain enhancement of cognitive 

capacities comes through the growing of new neurons, executives and corporations 

could enhance their strategic thinking potential by enhancing their organizations 

implicit memory. Implicit organization memory could be enhanced by greater 

exposure to silent signals and stimuli originating from beyond the organizations 

immediate periphery.  
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